
Physicist 451 

Chapter 451: No Fun Anymore 

The battle of suppression between Ye Jiushang and the Lord of Nether City caused a huge commotion. 

Forget about Little Lei, even ordinary servants were alarmed. 

Like the others, Little Lei rushed over, but he was blocked by an invisible wall. He punched a few times 

before breaking it and running in. He happened to see Xue Fanxin looking for him, so he went forward 

and asked, “Hey, I’m here. What happened? Did you fight with someone again?” 

“Little Lei, can you find Ah Jiu? Quickly take me to him.” Xue Fanxin’s mind was filled with Ye Jiushang. 

She was very worried about him, making her anxious and confused. 

“Didn’t Master return to Nine Cloud Palace? Do you want me to take you to Nine Cloud Palace? No, no. 

With your current ability, you can’t go yet.” 

“Not to Nine Cloud Palace. Ah Jiu returned just now and fought with a very powerful person. I don’t 

know where he went; that’s why I’m asking you to look for him. Little Lei, can you sense his location?” 

“If Master is not at the Nine Cloud Palace, I should be able to sense his location.” 

“Then do it. If you find him, take me there. Quickly.” 

“Oh.” Little Lei had yet to figure out the situation, but the chaotic scene made him realize that 

something huge must have happened. He did not waste time asking and tried to find Ye Jiushang. 

“Master is in the Spirit Origin Mountain Range!” 

“The Spirit Origin Mountain Range?” Xue Fanxin was no stranger to the place. She had obtained the 

Supreme Badge there. 

Ah Jiu had gone there? 

Forget it. Now was not the time to care about this. 

“Little Lei, take me to the Spirit Origin Mountain Range.” 

“Alright.” Little Lei cast a secret technique. Purple light flashed, and in the blink of an eye, the duo had 

already arrived in the Spirit Origin Mountain Range. 

But the place was wrecked. The originally beautiful scenery presented a nightmarish scene. There were 

traces of fighting everywhere, and many places had huge pits left behind. Even the mountains had been 

beaten flat, and all kinds of vegetation had been destroyed. 

Could this be caused by the fight between Ah Jiu and the Lord of Nether City? 

It was even more terrifying than the end of the world. If they had fought in Heavenly Saints City, the 

whole city would be razed to the ground. At that time, countless innocent people would have died. 

“Where’s Ah Jiu?” Witnessing the aftermath of the battle, Xue Fanxin was even more worried about Ye 

Jiushang. 

Little Lei pulled her back and cast a defense shield to block the rocks that were flying toward her. 



Following that, a loud bang sounded. A powerful explosion occurred on a distant mountaintop. Two 

beams of light, one purple and one red, flew out and collided in the sky before separating. Every 

collision would cause an extremely great destructive force, destroying everything in the surroundings. 

“Oh my god! Who is Master fighting with? He actually has to use his full strength?” Little Lei stared 

straight at the two lights in the sky and was astonished. 

“Little Lei, is that Lord of Nether City powerful?” Xue Fanxin was also looking at the two lights. Although 

she could not make out anything, she knew that one of the two lights was the person she was worried 

about. 

“What did you just say? The Lord of Nether City?” When Little Lei heard the words ‘Lord of Nether City,’ 

he was shocked. He retracted his gaze and turned to Xue Fanxin, waiting for her confirmation. 

If it was really the Lord of Nether City, that would not be fun. 

Chapter 452: Mutual Destruction 

When Xue Fanxin saw Little Lei’s reaction, she already had an answer in her heart. That Lord of Nether 

City must be a powerful figure. At the very least, he was on par with Ah Jiu and might even be stronger 

than him. 

It seemed like Ah Jiu was in danger. 

“Little Lei, how’s their battle? Who has the upper hand? I can’t see anything. Tell me.” 

“They’re too fast. I can’t see them clearly either. The two of them should still be evenly matched, but 

Master seems to be injured.” 

Xue Fanxin got anxious. “Ah Jiu is injured? Is it serious? Is he okay? Tell me quickly.” 

“Don’t worry. Master has only suffered some minor injuries so far. It shouldn’t be serious.” 

“What do you mean so far? What do you mean by shouldn’t?” 

“So far, it shouldn’t!” 

“You…” Xue Fanxin was about to go crazy from anxiety. She originally wanted to ask Little Lei again, but 

the sudden explosion in the sky frightened her so much that she stopped talking. She looked at the two 

falling lights from the sky, and her heart tightened. Her gaze kept following them as they landed on the 

ground one after another, smashing a huge pit in the distance and causing dust to fly everywhere. 

“Ah Jiu…” 

“Woman, don’t go over. It’s very dangerous.” Little Lei pulled Xue Fanxin back. There was still a very 

strong spirit energy residue in the pit. Even he would be injured if he rushed over now, let alone this 

weakling. 

Just as Little Lei had said, when the dust dissipated, the huge pit was filled with all kinds of elemental 

spirit energy. It wreaked havoc in the surroundings. Even the rocks were shattered by these forces, let 

alone humans. 



Although Xue Fanxin was worried about him, she knew that it was useless to charge over. Instead, she 

might cause Ye Jiushang to lose focus. Hence, she tried her best to force herself to wait patiently. 

Looking at the elemental spirit energy, she prayed that he was fine. Only when the destructive power 

gradually dissipated did she take a step forward. She first took two slow steps, then ran forward. 

This time, Little Lei did not pull her back. He joined her. 

In the pit, two injured men were lying on both sides of the pit in a sorry state. Even though they were 

grievously wounded, they were still vigilant and had a strong fighting spirit. It seemed like they could 

continue their battle at any moment. 

However, their injuries were already bad. If they fought again, the outcome would be even more tragic. 

“Cough, cough… The Lord of Nine Cloud Palace is indeed worthy of his reputation.” The red-eyed man 

cleared his throat to hide his heavy injuries, unwilling to show weakness in front of others. 

Ye Jiushang was the same. Although he was in a poor condition, he would not show it. He forced himself 

up. “It takes one to know one. The Lord of Nether City lives up to his reputation.” 

Their battle had been very intense. In the end, both sides suffered. No one had gained any benefits. 

However, the heavens seemed to be more concerned about Ye Jiushang, because he was not alone. 

“Ah Jiu, Ah Jiu… Ah Jiu, how are you? Are your injuries serious? Let me see.” Xue Fanxin ran into the 

huge pit and straight for Ye Jiushang. She only had him in her eyes. She ignored the Lord of Nether City, 

who was equally injured, and even treated him as if he did not exist. 

When the Lord of Nether City saw this scene, for some reason, he felt a little depressed. 

Chapter 453: The City Lord’s Decree 

Xue Fanxin checked Ye Jiushang’s injuries, realizing the severity of his condition. New injuries were piled 

on top of the old ones, which should be a day or two old. 

Despite being injured, he fought with a powerful opponent like the Lord of Nether City. One could 

imagine how tragic that battle had been. 

“Ah Jiu, this is a pill I refined myself. Although its grade is a little low, it’s more or less useful. Take it. I’ll 

treat you with silver needles later.” 

Ye Jiushang knew that the medicinal pill Xue Fanxin had refined was of a low grade and was not useful to 

his injuries. However, he still ate it obediently. At this moment, his heart was warm. 

How many people in this world could truly have feelings for their lovers? When disaster struck, they 

would fly everywhere. There were very few people who could truly share hardships and never leave 

each other. 

He was really grateful to the heavens for being lucky enough to meet such a person. Therefore, no 

matter what, no matter what the price was, he would not let others harm Xin’er. 

“Ah Jiu, how did your old injuries come about?” Xue Fanxin took out her silver needles. Just as she was 

about to treat him, he stopped her. “There’s no hurry.” 



“Your injuries are very serious. If you don’t treat them in time, the consequences will be serious.” 

“The acupuncture treatment must be done in a safe environment. Otherwise, once you are affected, it 

might backfire.” As Ye Jiushang spoke, his gaze remained on the Lord of Nether City. He stared at him 

intently, clearly wary of him. The meaning in his words was obvious: If the Lord of Nether City attacked 

while Xin’er was performing the acupuncture, the situation would be even worse. 

Xue Fanxin understood him. She put away the silver needles and glared at the Lord of Nether City. She 

was furious. Clearly, she was angry that he had hurt Ye Jiushang. Unfortunately, she was not strong 

enough. She could only be angry now and could not do anything. 

The Lord of Nether City looked at Ye Jiushang and Xue Fanxin opposite him. He actually envied Ye 

Jiushang for having a partner who could share hardships with him and never leave his side… However, 

he was determined to have this woman. 

“Master of the Nine Cloud Palace, I’ll return to look for you. I hope you still have the ability to protect 

the people by your side when the time comes. Otherwise, she will belong to me.” 

“If you come again, I’ll definitely make you unable to return,” Ye Jiushang replied domineeringly. He 

would not lose in terms of aura, even if he no longer had any combat strength. 

“Then let’s wait and see. I want this woman for sure.” 

“She’s mine. This is a fact that no one can change.” 

“Nothing is absolute. Perhaps one day, she won’t want you anymore…” The Lord of Nether City smiled 

sinisterly. He suddenly threw a badge to Xue Fanxin and said straightforwardly, “With this badge, you 

can enter and leave Nether City at will. I welcome you at any time.” 

“I don’t want—” Xue Fanxin picked up the badge on the ground and wanted to throw it back but Ye 

Jiushang cut her off. “Xin’er, take the badge. This is a good thing. ” 

“Good thing?” 

“The City Lord’s badges are naturally good things. Keep it. it might be of great use in the future.” 

“Oh.” 

The Lord of Nether City suddenly regretted giving the badge to Xue Fanxin. He wanted to take it back, 

but he felt awkward. 
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Forget it. If they really dared to come to Nether City, he would make them never leave. 

Chapter 454: Fight Again 

After the Nether City Lord threw down the badge, he originally wanted to leave. After all, his injuries 

were not light. If he stayed and the dragon caused trouble for him, he would really die here. 

Though the dragon might not gain anything. 



Things were as the Lord of Nether City had thought. When Little Lei saw that Ye Jiushang was injured, he 

flew off the handle. He could no longer suppress the rage in his heart and wanted to attack him. “How 

dare you injure Master? I’ll destroy you.” 

Ye Jiushang stopped Little Lei in time. “Little Lei, don’t act recklessly.” 

“Master, he injured you. I’ll help you beat him up.” Little Lei stopped, but it was only temporarily. His 

eyes were spitting fire as he glared at the Lord of Nether City. His anger was too intense, and he could 

lose control at any moment. He rushed up and attacked a certain City Lord. 

The most important person in his life had been injured. How could he not be angry? 

No matter who it was, they could not hurt his master and his master’s woman. Otherwise, he would 

definitely kill that person with all his might. 

“Be good and don’t act recklessly. Stay quiet,” Ye Jiushang ordered. 

The Lord of Nether City was not a simple person. Even if he was injured, he still had extraordinary 

methods. Little Lei was not his match, and he would definitely suffer if he acted rashly. 

He did not want Little Lei to take such a risk. 

Xue Fanxin knew Ye Jiushang’s intentions, so she said to Little Lei, “Listen to your master. Stay here.” 

“Oh,” Little Lei replied reluctantly. He kept glaring at the Lord of Nether City, his hatred for him 

extremely strong. 

The Lord of Nether City sneered and ignored Little Lei, turning to Ye Jiushang, “This battle is not over 

yet. Let’s fight again next time.” 

“Anytime,” Ye Jiushang replied. 

“Then we’ll meet again.” The Lord of Nether City did not waste his breath and tried his best to stand up. 

Even though his body was riddled with injuries and his clothes were a mess, it did not affect his noble 

and dignified bearing as a king. He gently waved his sleeve and transformed into a red light that flew 

into the sky and disappeared. 

Once he left, Ye Jiushang spat out a mouthful of blood. He seemed to be even weaker than before. His 

entire body was leaning on Xue Fanxin, and he could not sit steadily. 

“Ah Jiu…” Xue Fanxin hugged the heavily injured Ye Jiushang. Seeing him vomit blood, her heart ached 

terribly. 

He could still smile. “I’m certain that guy must be vomiting blood somewhere.” 

Just as he had guessed, after the Lord of Nether City left, he stopped in a deserted and safe place and 

spat out a large mouthful of blood. His situation was not much better than Ye Jiushang’s. His injuries 

were extremely serious. 

If his enemies came looking for him at this moment, he could only be cut up by others. 



He had always known that the Lord of the Nine Cloud Palace was unfathomable, but he had never taken 

him seriously. He thought that ordinary people thought too highly of that guy. After today’s battle, he 

had no choice but to change his opinion. 

“After being bored for so long, I finally encountered something interesting. It looks like I won’t find life 

boring for a long time in the future.” 

Although he was heavily injured, even hurting his cultivation base, the Lord of Nether City was not angry 

at all. He was not anxious either. Instead, he was excited. He had an indescribable sense of satisfaction 

as he smiled alone. 
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Chapter 455: Can’t Randomly Try 

Xue Fanxin did not care what was going on with the Lord of the Nether City. She was busy tending to Ye 

Jiushang. As the treatment went deeper, she realized that his condition was even more serious than she 

had imagined. A few of his bones had been broken, and his internal organs were injured. He was simply 

covered in wounds. She could not find any place that was good. 

“How could you be so seriously injured? Ah Jiu, what happened?” Xue Fanxin dressed up his wounds to 

prevent them from worsening. 

“I was in a hurry to rush back. I destroyed the headquarters of the Sacred Fire Sect overnight and had a 

battle with the Sect Master. I accidentally suffered some injuries.” Ye Jiushang explained what he had 

done yesterday casually as if he was talking about a small matter. He did not mention the difficulty and 

danger, let alone how he had rushed back with injuries. 

Fortunately, he came in time. Otherwise, she would have been snatched away. 

Even if he did not mention it, Xue Fanxin knew that destroying the Sacred Fire Sect, which could cause 

trouble for the Nine Cloud Palace, in a single night was not an easy task. Just from his injuries, she could 

tell how dangerous this matter was. 

He had just fought a huge battle yesterday, and now there was another one today. Even if Ah Jiu’s body 

was made of iron, he could not bear it! 

However, if Ah Jiu had not returned today, she would have been taken away by the Lord of the Nether 

City. 

“Ah Jiu, your injuries are very serious, even more than Gu Jinyuan’s. If not for your high cultivation level 

and strong body, anyone else would have long reported to the King of Hell. How did you get yourself in 

this condition?” Xue Fanxin pulled down his dirty and torn clothes. She saw that there were all kinds of 

wounds on his body. Some of them had even worsened. This was because he had not tended to them in 

time. 

It could be seen how anxious Ah Jiu had been to rush back. He did not even have time to treat his 

injuries. 

She was really touched that a man had gone so far for her. 



Why were her nose and eyes stinging? 

Ye Jiushang saw that Xue Fanxin was about to cry. He gently wiped the tears from the corners of her 

eyes and said with a smile, “Stupid, these are just a few scratches. It’ll be fine in a few days.” 
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“How can you say that? Do you think I’m so easily deceived as a three-year-old child? Some of the 

wounds have already turned into pus, and a few of your bones have been broken…” She initially held 

back, but as she spoke, her tears flowed uncontrollably. 

She could imagine how precarious of a situation he had been in. Especially in the battle with the Lord of 

the Nether City, he was not far from death. 

However, she was the one who had caused such trouble. If not for her, he would not be so distressed… 

“Silly girl, don’t let your thoughts run wild. If your heart really aches, then treat me properly. At least 

help me stop the pain. I’m really in pain. Cough, cough…” Ye Jiushang could no longer hold on. His 

consciousness gradually blurred. Finally, his vision turned black, and he collapsed onto Xue Fanxin, 

unconscious. 

“Ah Jiu, Ah Jiu…” She called out a few times and realized that the person in her arms had no reaction. 

She realized that he had fallen into a coma. 

“Little Lei, can you take us back to the Ninth Lord’s Estate? We can’t let Ah Jiu suffer any bumps, not 

even a little shake. He’s very weak now, and his injuries are serious. We can’t move his body casually, let 

alone shake it.” 

“This might be a little difficult. I can give it a try?” 

“No, you can’t try it without a hundred percent confidence.” 

She would not joke about Ah Jiu’s life, not even a little. 

Chapter 456: Out of Skills 

Xue Fanxin did not want Ye Jiushang to take any risks, so she did not let Little Lei send them back. 

Instead, she set up a tent on the spot and treated Ye Jiushang in the destroyed Spirit Origin Mountain 

Range. 

Anyway, she had medicine with her and medical tools. As long as she set up a tent and set up a suitable 

environment, there would be no problem. 

However, Ah Jiu’s injuries were really serious. It was impossible to treat them with the Yin Yang Nine 

Needles Art alone, and the effects were not very great. The other medicines were also ineffective, 

including the painkillers. Even if Ah Jiu was unconscious, he was in so much pain that his brows were 

furrowed. He even had a high fever. 

“Why is his condition deteriorating?” Xue Fanxin realized that her medical skills were insufficient. She 

had tried everything but to no avail. At this moment, she felt like she had run out of tricks and wished 

her medical skills could be better. 



Apart from the Yin Yang Nine Needles Art, her medical skills did not seem to be of much use here. She 

could only diagnose the illness by taking the pulse. The other medical theories could only treat some 

common illnesses and nurse the body. She really could not do anything about the injuries caused by 

spirit energy. 

“Woman, don’t you know how to use spirit energy to treat Master?” Little Lei was also concerned as he 

watched from the side. Although he did not know medicine, he had seen quite a few doctors treat 

people. The most common method was to use spirit energy in the treatment. 

But if this idiot woman did not understand such a common method, how could he not be anxious? 

“How can I use spirit energy to treat him?” Xue Fanxin really did not know the method. After all, she had 

not been in this world for long and understood very little. If she had not met Ah Jiu, she might be even 

more ignorant. 

“I’m not a doctor. How would I know? Aren’t you a doctor?” 

“I’m a, but I’ve never learned to use spirit energy to treat people.” 

“It looks like you’re not omnipotent either.” Little Lei rolled his eyes at Xue Fanxin. Not expecting much 

from her, he thought of a way himself and said whatever came to mind, “Don’t you know how to refine 

pills? Refining a Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill will definitely save Master.” 

“Bone Regeneration Pill?” 

“Forget it, forget it. This Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill disappeared even over there. You definitely 

won’t be able to refine it.” Little Lei thought of the most effective method, but he quickly overthrew it. 

With this idiot’s low-level pill refining skills, even if she had the pill formula, she would not be able to 

refine it. 

Furthermore, the pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill had long been lost. This method 

was unrealistic… 

While he did not have any hope for the pill, he saw Xue Fanxin take out the Nine Revolutions Burning 

Yang Furnace. She even took out all kinds of spirit herbs that the four great clans had given her 

previously. She took out what she needed and even plucked a leaf from the Tree of Life that had just 

grown a small sprout in her space. 

She had no choice. The Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill needed the juice of the Tree of Life. She could 

only pluck the sole tender leaf. 

“Divine Tree of Life, I’m really sorry. I really need your juice now, so I’m sorry.” 

The Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill was in the new unlocked content of the Myriad Spirit Record. She 

had already gone to take a look. She had all the herbs she needed. The hardest to find was the sap of 

the Tree of Life. 

Fortunately, the four great clans had sent her many precious spirit herbs previously. Otherwise, she 

would be worried about getting them. 



No matter what, she had to refine the and Flesh Bone Regeneration Pill. 

Chapter 457: Successful Refining 

The reason the pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill had been lost was most likely 

because the spirit herbs needed to refine it were too difficult to find. The juice of the Tree of Life was a 

rarity in this world. Even Ah Jiu could not take it out, let alone others. 

If not for her good luck and the fact that the Tree of Life in her space had just grown a little bud, she 

would not have been able to refine the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill. Furthermore, she only had one 

chance. 

If she did not succeed, she did not have any extra sap. 

“You can’t be refining the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill, right?” Little Lei watched as the Nine 

Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace turned from a small to a large furnace. Then, he saw her seriously 

refining pills. From time to time, she would meditate as if she was reading the content somewhere, and 

then refine pills according to the content. 

The pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill was too long and the refinement method was 

too complicated. Xue Fanxin had no way of memorizing it completely in a short period. At most, she 

could only remember a rough idea. The exact details were not clear, so during the process, she had to 

send a wisp of her divine sense into the Reverse Spirit Heaven Wheel Space to read the Myriad Spirit 

Record. 

“Little Furnace, I only have one portion of the sap of the Tree of Life. I hope you can help me in refining 

the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill in one try. Please.” 

Xue Fanxin’s pill refining was actually quite unfamiliar, even bordering crudeness. If it were any other 

alchemist, using such methods to refine pills would be impossible. 

However, the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace was quite spiritual. It could sense its master’s 

anxiety, worry, and panic, so when she started the process, it used its ability to mix the various spirit 

herbs, fusing them before finally taking shape. 

When alchemists refined medicinal pills, be it the refinement or the condensation, they had to rely on 

their own ability. The pill furnace was only a vessel. At most, it would help you lock the medicinal 

properties and bear the Pill Fire. It would not help you with anything else. 

However, the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace was different. It was extremely spiritual and could 

even refine pills itself. As long as it was willing and there were enough spirit herbs inside, it could help 

you refine the pill you wanted to refine. 

Therefore, it did not matter if Xue Fanxin had a firm grasp of the pill formula. As long as she threw 

enough spirit herbs into the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace, the spirit pill would naturally be 

formed. 

Little Lei did not know how powerful the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace was. As he watched her 

concentrated face, when the pills flew out of the furnace, he really thought that they were refined by 



her. He said in surprise, “Wow… You can actually refine the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill. 

Furthermore, it’s a high-grade one… You’re really powerful!” 

“Is that so? Haha…” Xue Fanxin felt that refining pills today was magical. Even she did not know how this 

pill was created. She had only done as the Myriad Spirit Record said. She vaguely remembered that 

there seemed to be a mistake in the refinement process. 

She had thought that she would fail, but who knew that she would succeed? 

How was that possible? 

Just as she was feeling puzzled, the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace turned into a mini furnace. It 

flew around her as if taking credit for something… Master, Master, I helped you refine the Bone 

Regeneration and Flesh Regeneration Pill. Am I very powerful? 
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Xue Fanxin looked at the furnace circling her excitedly and understood. She said sincerely, “Little 

Furnace, thank you!” 

When the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace received Xue Fanxin’s gratitude, it spun even more 

happily. 

Chapter 458: Person and Furnace 

Little Lei looked at the flying and spinning Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace and got interested in 

it. He wanted to reach out and grab it to play with, but he couldn’t. 

“Hey, let me play with it. It looks fun.” 

“The Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace is very spiritual. It’s good if it’s willing to play with you. If it 

isn’t, I can’t do anything about it. You guys play here. I’ll give the pill to Ah Jiu.” She did not put the 

furnace back into her space. Instead, she entered the tent with the newly refined pill. 

After this matter, she seriously realized how little she knew about the world. 

In the past, she was proud of her medical skills and thought that as long as it was not a terminal illness, 

she basically had a way to treat it. But reality proved otherwise. 

This world was not the modernized twenty-first century. There were many things that could not be 

solved with modern knowledge and technology. She had to use other methods here. 

She still had a long way to go in the profession of a doctor. There was a lot to learn. She could not be 

arrogant and complacent. 

“Ah Jiu, I’ll work hard to become stronger. When the time comes, I’ll protect you.” After feeding him the 

pill, she accompanied him to see the pill’s effects. 

How effective would it be? 



Not long after Ye Jiushang consumed the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill, his body started to change. 

The broken bones in his body slowly grew and recovered. All the wounds on his body, large and small, 

were healing and new flesh grew. 

The entire process took about two hours. 

In just two hours, the person who was originally covered in injuries had recovered. The wounds were 

now scabbing. New flesh had already grown out, and the broken bones in his body had all healed… If she 

had not seen such a magical thing with her own eyes, Xue Fanxin would never have believed it. 

Was this the miraculous effect of the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill? 

Such a divine pill was more powerful than any spirit pill. 

Unfortunately, the sap of the Tree of Life was too rare. Otherwise, she would really want to refine more 

to carry with her. This way, she would not have to be afraid once she suffered serious injuries. 

After Ye Jiushang consumed the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill, the pain that was worse than death 

disappeared. This allowed him to have a good rest and sleep better. 

Even then, he could sense that there was someone by his side. That was why he could sleep so soundly 

and peacefully. 

Xue Fanxin knew that he really needed a good rest. She sat there quietly and tried her best not to 

disturb him. Hearing sounds outside, she knew that it was Little Lei. She was worried that he would 

affect Ye Jiushang’s rest, so she went out to deal with it. 

She saw Little Lei and the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace playing happily, chasing each other. 
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It seemed that the furnace was also a playful little guy. 

“Hey, stop making a noise. Ah Jiu needs to rest. You’ll disturb him like this. If you want to play, go 

somewhere far away. Little Lei, I don’t know how long I’ll be staying here. It might take a few days. Go 

back to the Ninth Lord’s Estate and tell Grandpa about the situation here. Otherwise, he will be fraught 

with worry.” 

“Can I bring it with me?” Little Lei asked as he hugged the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace. 

“As long as it’s willing.” 

Before Little Lei could ask, the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace jumped up excitedly. Clearly, it 

was very willing. 

Seeing this, Xue Fanxin understood. 

The Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace was very spiritual and could even be said to be alive. It had 

been locked in the space for so long, so it must be bored. 

Chapter 459: The Most Crucial 



Little Lei carried the miniature Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace back to the Ninth Lord’s Estate. In 

a few blinks of the eye, he had already disappeared. 

Only Xue Fanxin and Ye Jiushang were left in the Spirit Origin Mountain Range. There was nothing else. 

Many creatures in the mountain range had already died or run away. Not even a bug could be seen. 

However, Xue Fanxin did not feel lonely because Ye Jiushang was by her side. 

Ah Jiu must have suffered heavy losses this time and needed to nourish himself. Since he was not awake 

yet, she might as well brew some nourishing soup for him. 

Xue Fanxin did not stay idle. Outside the tent, she took out her cutlery and brewed a pot of chicken 

soup. She also made some millet porridge and some dishes suitable for a patient. 

When Ye Jiushang woke up, he smelled fragrant chicken soup. Although he could not see Xue Fanxin, he 

knew that she was outside the tent. His heart warmed up. He was not panicked at all. Slowly sitting up, 

he checked his body first. His injuries had mostly healed, which was unbelievable. 

He knew how serious his injuries were. It was already very good that he could survive. He still needed a 

long time to recuperate in the future, and his cultivation would definitely be affected. 

But now, not only had his cultivation level not regressed, but it had also improved a little. The various 

injuries on his body were almost healed, especially the broken bones. 

What shocked him even more was that he actually sensed the power of the Tree of Life in his body. 

Although it was very little, he could still sense it. 

Why did he have the power of the Tree of Life in his body? 

What had happened when he was unconscious? 

With all kinds of doubts, Ye Jiushang tried his best to get out of bed. He casually took out a shirt and put 

it on before walking out. The moment he left the tent, he saw Xue Fanxin busy cooking. His heart 

warmed even more, and he was in a very good mood. 

“Xin’er.” 

Xue Fanxin did not notice the person behind her, only reacting when she heard the sound and 

immediately turned around. Seeing that Ye Jiushang was standing behind her, she hurriedly supported 

him. “Ah Jiu, why are you out? Do you still feel unwell?” 

“I’m fine. I feel much better. I’m perfectly fine now. Xin’er, how did you treat me? With my injuries, it’s 

impossible for you to do this with your medical skills.” 

“I used a Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill and then you recovered to this extent, hehe!” 

Ye Jiushang was even more shocked. “You have the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill?” 

“No.” 

“Then how did you get it?” 



“I refined it. Though I think the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace did the job. With my skills, how 

can I refine the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill? The small furnace is very spiritual. It seems to know 

my needs.” 

“Even if it was refined by the Nine Revolutions Burning Yang Furnace, if you don’t have the pill formula 

or the herbs, how can it help you refine it? Do you have the pill formula for the Bone and Flesh 

Regeneration Pill?” 

The pill formula was the most important. 

From what he knew, the pill formula had long been lost. No one in this world could refine the pill, so it 

had gone extinct. 

If Xin’er really had the pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill, that would be really 

impressive. 

Chapter 460: Wait for Me 

Xue Fanxin did not know how rare the pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill was. Seeing 

his shocked expression, she felt that it must be something impressive. She asked with a smile, “Ah Jiu, is 

this pill formula for the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill very valuable?” 

“It’s not just valuable. It’s not something that money can measure at all. It’s a priceless treasure. The 

Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill existed in ancient times. Even back then, some high-level alchemists 

could barely refine it. As time passed, fewer and fewer had the ability before the pill formula was lost. 

Now, there are no Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pills in this world.” 

“It’s that impressive?” 

Then, her pill formula was really a priceless treasure. 

An extinct pill formula was very valuable! 

Although she did not answer directly, Ye Jiushang knew that she had the pill formula. He stroked her 

head and smiled gently. “My Xin’er is amazing. She even has an extinct pill formula.” 

“Hehe, I was just lucky.” 

“By the way, did the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill contain the Tree of Life?” 

“That’s right! The most important component of the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill is the juice of the 

Tree of Life. Fortunately, the Tree of Life in the space grew a little leaf bud. Otherwise, I really wouldn’t 

have been able to refine it. Your injuries were too serious, and my medical skills couldn’t treat them at 

all. Later, Little Lei said that the Bone and Flesh Regeneration Pill was useful, so…” 

When Xue Fanxin thought about how useless she was, she felt disappointed. She felt that it had always 

been the people by her side taking care of her and helping her. She was useless. 

When could she become a useful person? 

“Silly girl, why are you so down? Are you letting your thoughts run wild again?” Ye Jiushang patted her 

head again and comforted her. “Don’t overthink. Don’t think of yourself as a burden. Compared to 



others, you’re already very powerful. I don’t know what your past world was like, but I know very well 

that this world is very complicated. It’s not something a little girl like you who has just arrived can 

fathom so quickly. If you want to understand this world, you have to have enough strength. Otherwise, 

you won’t be able to reach that level at all. Even if I tell you, you won’t understand.” 

“I understand all of this, so I’ll work hard to become stronger. Aiyaya, while I was talking to you, my food 

got burned.” Only then did she remember that she was cooking. She hurriedly went to deal with it and 

was almost scalded. 

Ye Jiushang stared at the flustered Xue Fanxin and found her increasingly cute. The more he looked, the 

more he felt that she was so beautiful. 

If he had not met her first, the person who had her now would probably be someone else. In that case, 

he really should thank that Star Diviner. Otherwise, he would have missed her. 

Xue Fanxin did not know what Ye Jiushang was thinking. She carried the prepared food to the table and 

set up the bowls and chopsticks. “Ah Jiu, come and eat! I made you chicken soup. You must drink it all.” 

“I’ll eat everything Little Xin’er makes.” Ye Jiushang took the bowl and was about to start drinking when 

a voice sounded. 

“Don’t be anxious, don’t be anxious. Wait for me. Hey, wait for me.” 

Ye Jiushang did not care much. He drank what he had to drink. As for the rest… it was not important. 


